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1. A Preposterous Proposition
London, 1976. SMITH, a working class hippy in his mid thirties, and his American writer friend GEORGE O’GRASS have only 10 days before they are evicted from their current squat. 

With a crowbar up his sleeve, SMITH contemplates an empty house. Whilst GEORGE keeps watch, SMITH breaks open the door, only to discover that the house is a burnt out shell. 

Despondently they leave. Walking through Regent’s Park, they pass several grand mansions and SMITH jokes that they should squat one of those. Outside one of the mansions, he sees a large pile of telephone directories. Leaving GEORGE to return home alone, he decides to take a closer look. 

Because it is daytime, SMITH hides his crowbar in the overgrown grass. He goes to the ground floor window and discovers that one of the small panes is loose. He decides to return later that evening. 

Back at the squat in Belsize Park, SMITH talks to a small group of people who are moving to the next squat with him. At the moment, they have several undesirables like MCCAFFERTY, an aggressive Scotsman, and BASEMENT MICHEAL, an ex circus performer gone to seed. SMITH remembers the time when he met BASEMENT MICHEAL and when MICHEAL breathed fire at MCCAFFERTY. 

They do not want these two to know their new address and so develop a strategy to loose them. SMITH says that he will attempt to break into the new house that night and if he hasn’t returned by the next night, the others should join him there. 

2. Conception
SMITH loads his pushbike with his possessions and a sleeping bag and heads over to the new house. 

He goes to the window, removes the loose pain, puts his arm through, and opens it. He climbs through the window and waits in the darkness. He is cautious, remembering a previous time when he was caught. 

In the darkness, SMITH sees that the room is an office. Opening the door into the front hall, he finds bin liners full of silver light fittings. Concluding that this is the work of burglars who may return, SMITH quietly gets his bedding and goes to sleep under the desk. 

The next morning, he re-enters the hallway and sees several doors off it. He opens one to reveal a large saloon with opulent furnishings. Keeping away from the windows, he also discovers a large kitchen, garden, annexe building and servants quarters. He removes the lock from the side door and replaces it with one that he brought with him. By the law of squatters’ rights, he is now the householder; anyone contending this must prove that they have a better claim on the property. 

That night, the others appear; GEORGE, FRENCH NELLIE, TRALEE, MORGIANA, and BRETT; they are astonished by the grandeur of the house. They light candles and serve tea in the salon then go upstairs to find some rooms to sleep. 

The next morning, SMITH replaces the lights and starts to explore the rest of the building, the conservatory, and the annexe. There, he finds an office, filled with desks, typewriters and telephones, obviously been evacuated in a hurry. He realises that the entire property is abandoned. 

3. Plausible Logic
The next day, SMITH is at his job in Covent Garden where he is a partner in whole food retailers with his friends MICK and MORGIANA. SMITH is packing pulses when suddenly BRETT, who had been left to guard the house, appears. He says that the police came and threatened that they have to leave the house or they will be forced to leave. 

SMITH and BRETT go to see a solicitor who phones the police. The POLICE deny having threatened anyone. SMITH says to BRETT that as the POLICE have denied doing it, they can’t do it in the future but decides that from now on there must always be two people in the house.

4. Serious Opposition
For three days, no police arrive. On the forth day, a WOMAN from the Foreign Office appears with several MEN IN SUITS. They have keys and enter the house. She says that this is the embassy of the Khmer Republic and they must leave immediately. The group are about to have afternoon tea and MORGIANA offers her a cup. SMITH says that she cannot make them leave without a magistrates order. She is furious and storms out of the house, saying, “we will see about that”. 

The group is amazed to find out that the house is an embassy and start to search the office. They discover that the Khmer Republic is in fact Cambodia and that its leader, Prince Sihanouk, was overthrown in a bloody revolution by the Khmer Rouge in 1974. The dictator Pol Pot killed any dissidents or educated people, including diplomats; this explains why the embassy was vacated so quickly and has been empty for two years.  

5. The Letter
At the suggestion of FRENCH NELLIE, the group decide to write to Prince Sihanouk who is in exile in Peking, to ask him if they can look after his house until Cambodia has a decent government. 

They light candles and, in a theatrical ceremony, write the letter together. SMITH decides that the best way to get the letter to him will be to take it to the Chinese embassy. 

6. Beyond the Crack
To make himself more presentable, SMITH buys a suit from a charity shop and heads for the Chinese embassy. He asks to speak to the cultural attaché. He is shown into an office where a CHINESE MAN sits behind a desk. SMITH shows him the letter and describes its contents. The CHINESE MAN disappears and returns, with a large group of CHINESE MEN who look through the crack of the door at SMITH. They leave and SMITH is left alone for a long time, making him paranoid about what he has got himself into. 

The CHINESE MAN reappears and announces that the Chinese Government do not want to get involved in this matter. SMITH leaves and goes back to the embassy. 

FRENCH NELLIE says that she will give the letter to her Vietnamese friend who’s embassy has a relationship with Red China – at least now, if anyone asks them, they can say that they are communicating with Prince Sihanouk.

7. Colonel D-
COLONEL D, a cheerful, ex-military man, has been sent by the Foreign Office to check over the house, accompanied by a POLICEMAN and several MEN IN SUITS. 

SMITH offers to show them around, starting with the room inhabited by the flirtatious MORGIANA. She restores carpets and gets on famously with the COLONEL, he being something of a carpet connoisseur himself. The officious POLICEMAN is annoyed by this and prompts the COLONEL to reluctantly move on.

SMITH takes them to see TRALEE, an obsessive astrologer. She asks the COLONEL for his star sign and analyses him flatteringly as if he were Sir Galahad. Whilst they move on to discuss European literature, the MEN IN SUITS surreptitiously stroke her cats. Again, it is a forced cough by the policeman that encourages them to carry on with their inspection. 

The sound of elegant sitar music wafts towards them as they climb the stairs. Sitting cross-legged on his bedroom floor is BRETT, the source of the playing. The COLONEL talks to him but BRETT doesn’t even acknowledge his presence. When he finally stops playing, he is still so entranced with his music that he is unable to communicate. They leave, and BRETT begins to play again. 

The COLONEL compliments the group on their treatment of the house, saying that he will return in 6 months time for another inspection. As they leave, SMITH shakes hands with everyone, even the begrudging POLICEMAN. The group celebrate as SMITH tells them that the Foreign Office must have accepted the occupancy, possibly because of their own incompetence to correctly secure the property.

8. A Sonorous Nocturne
A new squatter moves in to the embassy - PHINEAS, a scholarly, gangling Irishman. He decides to retune the piano and starts dissembling it, spreading the pieces out all over the salon floor, telling the group not to worry, as he is a professional. Days later, SMITH is sipping tea in the garden, when he hears the wonderful sound of the now perfectly tuned piano ring out. 

9. Difficulty in the Beginning
The fame of the embassy has spread and the group is now besieged by a continuous stream of people wanting to join. Although it may seem elitest, they decide upon an artist only policy. 

Late one night, THREE DRUNKEN YOBS turn up, demanding a place to sleep. SMITH tells them that this is not a hotel; they accuse him of being a right wing landlord and attempt to force their way in. At that point, TRALEE flies down the corridor and slams the door in their face. One of YOBS puts his hand through the window but only succeeds in cutting himself. As they leave, they shout abuse and hurl rocks through the kitchen window. 

10. Infiltration One
A BEAUTIFUL YOUNG GIRL appears at the door saying that she is a friend of George’s. An hour later, SMITH finds them together and agrees that she can have the room next to GEORGE. 

The next day her BOYFRIEND moves in with their young son LUCIFER; soon they have many sinister looking friends visiting them. 

When GEORGE moves to the main house to get away from them, they ask for his room. SMITH refuses and they become abusive. GEORGE tells SMITH that he had never met the girl before in his life – they realize they have both been duped. SMITH investigates their room and sees that they have set up a gambling den, complete with card tables and roulette wheels. PHINEAS finds out that they belong to a group in Cornwall and are planning to move the whole community in so they decide to get them out. 

11. Sir Andy the Valliant
PHINEAS suggests his friend, a mystical poet called ANDY, could help. MORGIANA and TRALEE tell ANDY how heroic it would be to get the gamblers out and he decides to move in to George’s old room to help them. 

PHINEAS brings BIG EDDIE to the house, a 6’4” man dressed in a black hat and overcoat. They wait in the kitchen – the girl’s BOYFRIEND appears, they look at him intimidating and he runs back to his room. The next morning a van arrives to repossess the gaming tables. SMITH goes up and sees that the couple have fled. 

12. Infiltration Two
A group arrive who SMITH knows from the Belsize Park squat. They are the Psychos, five identically dressed Buddhists who constantly debate metaphysics in a frighteningly intense way. 

SMITH remembers the time when they were evicted and moved all their furniture onto the street to live there; when the police moved them on, they practised “non-attachment” and left all their possessions. 

DON, their leader, tells SMITH how they travelled to India to meet their gurus but discovered they were all charlatans. After that, they went to live in a monastery but found it too remote and have now decided they want to move to the embassy. 

SMITH gives them a room to stay in for the weekend. By Tuesday, they have still not left and SMITH discovers they have built 5 bunk beds in their room. For the next few weeks, they see nothing of the Psychos, until SMITH bumps into DON in the street. He announces that they want to take over the whole annexe but SMITH refuses. The next day he finds that they have nailed up their room from the inside and are tunnelling through into the annexe. 

The PSYCHOS start to stride around the garden in military gear. Screaming, TRALEE runs at DON who twists her arm, SMITH attempts to stop him and a fight ensues. The PSYCHOS are determined that if they are not allowed to have the annexe then everyone will have to leave the house. They call the police but, when they arrive, they confirm that the group is entitled to be there. The next day, the PSYCHOS leave; SMITH realises that he will have to be more careful of squatters in future. 

13. The Mission
A new squatter JOHNNY BANANA HEAD comes to stay – so called because he has a funny shaped head. 

Once, on a LSD trip, JOHNNY saw his reflection and heard a voice saying, “love yourself”. After attempting to cuddle his dopple ganger, he realised he had actually thrown himself through the window of an off licence. TRALEE took him to hospital where SURGEONS reconnected his tendons and sewed up the cuts on his body. When he recovered, SMITH offered him a room at the embassy. 

To practise non-attachment, JOHNNY decides to get rid of all his stuff then asks SMITH “Now what?” SMITH says that there are many possible “whats” and he must choose one. Impressed, JOHNNY wants to write this down but he has thrown away all his pencils. He decides to go back to the skip to see if his pencils are still there. 

14. Looking
JOHNNY has a habit of staring endlessly into space. He is driving MORGIANA mad by looking out of his window into her room. SMITH goes to see him and turns his head so JOHNNY is now staring into the next-door garden. However, soon he has turned his head back to look at MORGIANA. SMITH moves him into a different room; now he stares out into the street where the SCHOOL CHILDREN look at him, wondering if he is real or not. 

15. Cambodian Opportunism
THREE CAMBODIAN MEN from the expatriate association come to ask for one of the old typewriters. SMITH gives it to them and watches as they excitedly try it out. As they are about to leave the embassy, they ask to take one of the elegant chairs. SMITH again agrees and they say that they will come to pick it up tomorrow. 

The next day, they arrive with a van and several more CAMBODIANS who start to load it with lots of furniture from the house. SMITH stops them, saying, “No more”. After returning the furniture to the house, they drive away. 

16. Getting Away From it All
GEORGE is in the salon with maps of North America spread out all around him, which he marks with the locality of all the power stations. He has had an advance for his next book and wants to buy a house somewhere as far away from a nuclear power plant as possible. He chooses the wilderness in Missouri.

Although TRALEE is upset, GEORGE leaves. Soon they receive a letter from him in America, explaining how the local rednecks are pressuring him to buy a gun, even though he cannot afford the ammunition. 

17. Geisha
TRALEE’s friend, the immaculately groomed KATERINA, comes to live at the embassy. She has just left her kleptomaniac boyfriend because she was fed up with him leaving his discarded appliances all over the house. For many years, she has been travelling the world on the hippy trail; she has even visited Cambodia. She turns her room into an Aladdin’s Cave full of oriental mementos. 

18. Garage Music
Late at night, PHINEAS is often in the kitchen debating the Masonic significance of Mozart’s work. He has become obsessed with his mechanical piano; every night, the ghostly sounds ring out from the garage where he plays, his figure silhouetted in the doorway. 

19. Spytower
A POLICE INSPECTOR calls, saying he has received a complaint from the house opposite about SMITH throwing a car battery on their roof. SMITH points out that this is impossible as it is too heavy to lift. The INSPECTOR says that he has also received a complaint from the old lady next door. She has accused them of building spy towers in the garden; SMITH shows him that there are no towers, only brickwork posts that have been there for at least 40 years. As the INSPECTOR leaves, SMITH tells him that the old lady next door is paranoid. 

20. The Alarm
One night, the old lady’s alarm goes off. SMITH goes to complain but there is no one there. The POLICE arrive, check the house is okay, and leave. 

The next day, the alarm is still ringing so SMITH decides to do something about it. He climbs up a ladder and, with his axe, smashes the bell. The bell is silenced, the people at the embassy cheer, but the axe is wedged between the bell and the wall. SMITH tries to pull it out but it is stuck and he has to leave it. 

The next day, the neighbour returns and SMITH sees that the axe has disappeared. He goes to ask for it back but the OLD LADY slams the door in his face. 

21. Temple Magic
Soon after, the OLD LADY moves away and her house becomes vacant. SMITH climbs over into the garden to pick some flowers and notices a small building at the bottom. Inside he sees an altar and realizes that it is a temple. Before long, CHIEF MOPO from Africa moves in to the house but SMITH notices that when he has garden parties, his guests never seem to go near the temple. 

Later, TRALEE is reading a book and discovers that Madamme Blavatsky, the famous theosopher, lived and died in the house next door. She believes that it must have been her temple to the deathless Tibetan masters and its mystical power drew them to the embassy. CHIEF MOPO then demolishes the temple to build a landscape garden – SMITH jokes that Madamme Blavatsky’s delicate magic is no match for CHIEF MOPO’s bulldozer vodoo. 

22. Rude Awakening
SMITH and KATRIANA are doing Tai Chi in the garden when BONES, a student of macrobiology, comes to visit. He talks about his attempts to develop a chemical process to ensure immortality, based on the way lizards reproduce their tails. JOHNNY BANANA HEAD comes out with one of KATRIANA’s delicate silk cushions, which she makes and sells herself, and lays down to go to sleep. KATRIANA appears, angrily grabs the cushion and JOHNNY knocks his head on the ground. 

23. The Tao of Pugilism
HARRY FLAME, a sublime but arrogant poet with schizophrenic tendencies, comes to visit. He tells SMITH that the labour party are using his head as a transmitter and the communists have eaten flesh from his bones. He sees a CHINAMAN in the road outside the embassy, rushes out, and puts his fists up as if to punch him. The CHINAMAN runs away and HARRY returns as if he has proved his point. SMITH smiles at HARRY when he is leaving, HARRY stops and says “I’ll get you for that”, something which SMITH has never understood. 

24. The Concert
SMITH remembers when he used to busk every night outside Belsize Park station. He realised that he only needed to know one song and played it over and over, achieving an almost zen like state, until TWO OLD LADIES, who often gave him money, came up to him and barked, “Can’t you play anything else?” SMITH put his violin back in its case and never went back. 

SMITH decides to go to the Indian centre to look for a violin teacher. There he meets Ganesh, a lawyer by day and sitar player by night. SMITH asks him to play a concert in the salon of the embassy. 

SMITH designs a poster and hunts the local skips to find wood to build a stage. The night of the concert, the embassy looks like an Eastern temple and TRALEE collects money for the musicians on the door. GANESH performs with his friend who is a Tabula player. That night, the group decide to set up the Guild of Transcultural Studies. 

25. The Brass Plate
SLADOVICH, a hearty, bushy bearded Serb who was fired from his job teaching art after storming on stage during a design competition, delivers a lecture at the embassy on the function of art in society. His theory is that all real progress in evolution of human intelligence has come about through the slow introduction of new ways of perceiving art. He proceeds to spread sand across the floor of the annexe, half burying some Greek statues. 

SMITH wants to make a brass plate for the Guild of Transcultural Studies. He enrols SLADOVICH who begins to engrave the brass plate but he is such a perfectionist that after four hours, all he has done is the upper curve of the G. 

26. New Look
At one of SLADOVICH’s lectures, the audience stand around waiting for him to explain his bizarre artwork. He argues that what we call reality is merely a virtual reality – since the image is only in your eye, what you see is yourself, concluding “As far as anyone knows, there might be nothing out there at all”. 

MORGIANA appears to announce that the tea is ready and everyone goes to the salon where SLADOVICH gives a bizarre lecture on the history of the chair. Afterwards, the audience mill around outside the embassy as if they have forgotten where they live and, as SLADVOVICH thinks, who they are. 

27. Bid For Freedom
A FEMALE VOCALIST billed as the nightingale of St John’s Wood performs at the salon, bringing many upper class fans who have no idea that they are in a squat. SMITH stays away from them so that his working class accent doesn’t give him away. 

At the concert, PHINEAS introduces him to a young violinist called ACE who later performs a concert of his own. After his concert, ACE says that he has to go home because his landlady checks up on him for his mother. The group encourage him to stay for the night and then offer him the room permanently. He leaves but returns the next day to move in, saying that he could not forget the feeling of freedom he experienced the night he stayed with them. 

28. With Love from Andromedia
Many groups are now hiring the salon, including a big astrological convention with professors from Prague and Berlin. 

While the professors give their lecture, MORGIANA’s boyfriend CASPAR, a quintessentially English public school boy, is studying the stars on Hampstead Hill. He is walking home when, still distracted, he gets knocked over outside the embassy. 

As the ambulance arrives, he takes out an envelope for the professors – the nurse assumes that he is on drugs. The old professors do a chart of the moment of the accident and conclude that he never should have gone out on such a fateful day. After the accident, MORGIANA nurses him better and he stays at the embassy permanently. 

29. Cabbage Pervert
SUKIE, a French Bohemian painter, takes the cook’s room in the embassy. There they find stacks of yoghurt cartons and match boxes, which must have seemed like treasures to the poor Cambodian servants.

SUKIE has a rich American banker as a patron but she is fed up because he always wants her to paint cabbages – “he is a cabbage pervert”, she concludes. SMITH notices that she thinks all men are sex maniacs. 

She serves croissants in her room to a new visitor TOLEDO, a homeopathic doctor who escaped from Chile with a false arm. He moves in and turns the study into a homeopathic clinic.

30. Goddess
SMITH goes to the DHSS. Inside FOUR YOBS are making a din when a YOUNG WOMAN storms in. She goes to the counter and starts screaming at the staff. SMITH gets in the lift to get away from this ugly scene – as he does so, the MANAGER goes over to the YOUNG WOMAN and she clumps him on the ear. SMITH concludes that she will go through the DHSS like Bodicia through the Romans. 

31. Birdsong
TOLEDO, the Chilean man with a false arm, tells his story. He was a scientist working for the Chilean government when he noticed that other scientists were disappearing from work. He thought nothing of it, until one night a CHILEAN WOMAN came up to him and begged him to help; her husband, a fellow scientist who TOLEDO knew, had disappeared. TOLEDO went to a house where there were SEVERAL CHILEAN WOMEN in the same predicament. 

He decided to write to the International Red Cross, giving the names of the missing men; begging them not to mention his name. He went back to work and, a few weeks later, was arrested. After many hours of interrogation, they showed him the letter – against his wishes, the Red Cross had named him.

Fortunately, he had enough connections in the UK to be able to get a visa but whilst waiting for deportation, was kept in a cell, so tiny that his tall frame could only fit in it if he lay diagonally. It was very hot and the guard would not give him any water to drink. TOLEDO had to piss in a cup, later he decided he had to drink it. That night the GUARD mimed shooting at him, laughing cruelly. 

The next day, SEVERAL SOLDIERS dragged him out of his cell and made him stand against a wall, already marked with gun shots. They attach a piece of white paper to his heart and ordered fire. TOLEDO looked down and saw that he was not hurt. The SOLDIERS burst into laughter and he realised that it was all a sadistic joke – the guns only fired blanks.

After finally being taken to the airport for deportation, he was given back his own clothes. Upon boarding the flight to London A CUSTOMS GUARD took his leather jacket from him and cut it into pieces with a razor blade before returning it.

Shortly after arriving in London his flat was destroyed by a fire, so he moved in to the Embassy and started treating people with homeopathic medicine. One of his patients was so grateful that he repaired TOLEDO’s jacket. TOLEDO tells them that the Chilean regime were not as clever as they thought and removes his false arm to reveal money stuffed inside that he was able to smuggle out of the country.

32. Existential Viewpoints
TIBERIUS, a tall, Swiss anarchist, has moved into the embassy. MORGIANA tells SMITH that he is standing in the kitchen, starring, making her feel uncomfortable. SMITH goes to see him and discovers that he is waiting for a reason, a real impulse to move. SMITH returns to MORGIANA to reassure her that at some point he will have to go to the toilet and then he will have to wait for an impulse to leave there.

33. The Smile
SMITH leaves his job at the whole food warehouse and now spends lots of time at the Indian Centre. GANESH tells him about a brilliant Indian vocalist MRS PARKHI. SMITH goes to see her at her house in Southall, where she lives with her violinist husband. He invites them to perform a concert but they are suspicious, they have obviously been struggling since they arrived in the UK. MR PARKHI phones GANESH to find out about SMITH and then they agree to do it. 

At the concert, TRALEE collects the money whilst SMITH dodges awkward questions – all the INDIAN MEN want to know who owns the house and one of them follows him around trying to sell him fire insurance. MRS PARKHI’s voice is wonderful but it is small. One LADY in the audience regrets this but MR PARKHI explains, “the whole world clamours for attention but a truly great singer just sings straight into the ear of God”. Many INDIAN WOMEN crowd around MRS PARKHI congratulating her and finally she looks happy. 

34. Saving Grace
A married couple called DEREK and CHRISTINE arrive. The council have asked them to move their old caravan but their car has broken down so SMITH gives them the cook’s room for the night. He doesn’t want them to stay for long because he knows that CHRISTINE is too highly strung for the insecure life of squatting. He remembers in the Belsize Park squat, CHRISTINE was too frightened of the PSYCHOS and MCCAFFERTY to come out of her room. 

SMITH suggests that they find their own squat. They do and are happy until the owners get a court order and they have to leave. MICHEAL has a plan to hide whilst they board up the house and stay there but CHRISTINE blows this by hysterically begging the WORKMAN to let them remain, wobbling the ladder he is on. MICHEAL cannot help but respect the tenacity of his dotty wife. 

35. The Baleful Glance
SMITH walks along the canal to Camden. Through the busy market, he sees two disapproving eyes. He discovers these belong to a painting hanging outside an antique shop. He buys the painting and takes it home, where he writes on it “Richard Arnold, President of the Guild of Transcultural Studies, 1917 – 1922”. He hangs it in the foyer by the front door. It is soon followed by another picture of an old military gentleman, who they name President of the Guild of Transcultural Studies, 1923-1928. 

36. A Ghastly Shopping Bag
At the Indian Centre, SMITH is accepted by a teacher of Carnatic violin. The other students are all children except WIRIL MAURATUNGA, an older Indian man that SMITH takes an immediate dislike to, on account of the horrible plastic bag he keeps his instruments in. 

However, when the teacher goes away he pairs the students up to practise and SMITH is paired with WIRIL. They do the exercises but hardly speak. Then SMITH rolls a joint and seeing this, WIRIL immediately lights up – he had thought SMITH a stuck up Englishman and SMITH tells WIRRIL about the hated bag. They laugh at their mistakes and smoke the joint. It transpires that WIRIL is in fact an old hippy that used to like nothing more than dropping acid tabs at his karate class. 

37. At the Fulcrum of Two Realities
A young American BILL FORUNE went to India where he met the DAGAR BROTHERS, two austerely classically trained singers; he told them all about the Guild of Transcultural Studies and got them to agree to do a concert at the embassy. 

SMITH borrows a Rolls Royce to pick them up from the airport, they are middle aged and very elegant. When they arrive at the embassy, they test the beds and are unimpressed to see a rip in one of the sheets; they demand special Indian food to be brought from Southall. 

They ask for a bath but there is no hot water so the group have to fill a bath from water heated by the washing machine. SMITH hides this fact from the BROTHERS, who stand with their towels hanging over their arms, enquiring when the bath will be ready. Seeing the elegant brothers and the chain of squatters filling buckets for them, SMITH views two very different worlds. The embassy is not comfortable enough for the BROTHERS and they go to stay with friends but they come back to perform an amazing concert and afterwards WIRIL cooks them a wonderful feast of Indian food.

38. The Lair of Merlin
SMITH receives a letter from GEORGE in America. He has joined an esoteric lodge who believe that Merlin must be awakened from enchantment to restore sanity to the human race. GEORGE says that they must rush, otherwise the Japanese will beat them to it who want his power for darker reasons. He tells SMITH to go to an oak tree in Glastonbury, go down the stairs inside it where he will find Merlin’s body in a casket and he will have to press the right buttons to release him otherwise everything, including SMITH, will be destroyed. 

SMITH does not believe this but agrees to visit a WITCH in Pinner who apparently knows all about it. When he gets to Pinner, he meets a 45 year old woman in a shapeless dress. She shows SMITH the mysterious pictures drawn in piles of dust and large jars of coffee that she says keep appearing in her house. 

SMITH decides that he will go to Glastonbury but then the next day he receives another letter from GEORGE telling him not to go as he has been castigated by the lodge for revealing the name of their secret book. He says that steps have already been taken to prevent the Japanese from discovering Merlin. 

39. Karate Jelly
Dr LUANG, an expatriate Cambodian with a successful business in Germany, arrives at the house and declares that they must all leave. He says that his father bought the house and wants to know SMITH’s contact in the foreign office, offering to pay £1000 for this information. 

SMITH refuses but later DR LUANG phones to offer him £2000 for the contact, this time threatening to shoot him when he refuses. SMITH writes to COLONEL D who says that he will contact the DR and they never hear from him again. 

40. Desert Song
BILL FORTUNE goes to Morocco to ask the JAJOUKA musicians, who live in the desert, to come to perform in the UK. Although they have never even been to a city before, they agree to come. 

They stay in the annexe at the embassy. Every day they do the call to prayer and SMITH sits with them drinking mint tea, comparing these powerful older men to British pensioners. 

TRALEE and MORGIANA enjoy the attention of these men who have never seen so much bare female flesh, although neither dares enter the annexe where they are staying. True to form, SUKIE declares that they are all sex maniacs and throws them out of her room. The PSYCHOS reappear and question the JAJOUKA about Allah, but one of the JAJOUKA pulls a knife on them and they run away. 

They do a wonderful concert at the embassy, and afterwards they sprawl out on the stage and drink mint tea, inspiring the audience to loosen up and do the same. 

41. Pushing the Luck
The African CHIEF MOPO who lives next door, puts an iron railing around the wall of his house, fixing it to the side of the embassy. CASPAR is outraged by the lack of ethics displayed. He digs out the wet cement and pulls out the railing, then glues paper over the hole. 

CHIEF MOPO’s WIFE appears. She goes up the ladder and pushes the railing back in the wall. She knows that they are squatters and warns CASPAR, “Don’ push da luck”. 

42.  Top Dogs
SMITH remembers the time that the PSYCHOS visited his friend RAM O’NEIL in Scotland. In their attempt to test Ram’s non-attachment to possessions, they took all the furniture out of his house and burnt it. RAM, however, is unaffected, asking why, if they really wanted to test him, they did not burn down his whole house. 

When the PSYCHOS revisit the embassy, WIRIL tells them that he is not interested in whatever deluded notions they entertain. 

43. Gymnopedies
SUKIE starts playing the piano, which she has not done since she was a child. She becomes obsessed about one piece – Gymnopedies by Eric Satie which she plays over and over, struggling to get it right. SMITH joins her on his violin; their lack of technique is painful but they struggle on, drinking Pernod to get into the mood. 

BELLA DE LORNE, a talented American dancer, visits and she dances to their playing. They decide to do a concert and they turn the salon into a Parisian café. They are very nervous but the first half goes well. Then, in the interval, SUKIE suggests they calm their nerves with a joint, more Pernod and two Torinol pills. The second half starts and they quickly fall apart as the ground sways and they are unable to remember how to even play their instruments. BELLA is furious and starts to perform a spontaneous war dance to the dreadful cacophony. 

Afterwards, SMITH concludes that, as Satie was a mystic, this bizarre evening was a magical invocation. BELLA calms down and SMITH congratulates her on her splendid war dance. 

44. Second Coming
An AMERICAN LADY runs a course at the embassy on the miracles in daily life. She views Jesus as the eternal brother of mankind, working with God and the Holy Ghost, who she portrays as a benevolent will o’ the wisp. However, SMITH and WIRRIL, who are printing a book of the course, imagine him as Herman Shmidt, a blonde hero who brings love to planet earth in the form of a virus carried in the blood. 

45. Bloodcheck
SMITH writes a poem – “a lazar beam flickers and does a blood check”.

46. The Vietnamese
RAM O’NEIL visits the embassy; he used to run a Bohemian coffee bar in Soho but now lives in the highlands of Scotland, writing a play about a poet struggling to regain his soul from negative conditioning. 

During his stay, three VIETNAMESE MEN from the Vietnamese embassy in Paris arrive, saying that as Vietnam has now annexed Cambodia, the embassy now belongs to them. SMITH says that they cannot come in without a court order. The VIETNAMESE MEN are angry; one shouts that he has his mechanic with him. Suddenly, RAM turns on his car headlights and the VIETNAMESE MEN run away. Afterwards, RAM explains that mechanic is the criminal slang for the one who carries the gun. 

47. No Flowers for McCafferty
The POLICE phone to say that MCCAFFERTY, the drunken Scotsman, has been found dead in the river with a knife in his back. 

SMITH remembers meeting him at the Free School in 1966; MCCAFFERTY had just given up all his possessions and become homeless. He started to live in the basement of the Free School but when he invited other homeless musicians to live there too, the teachers kicked them out. 

SMITH also remembers when they organised a children’s procession along the Portobello road, with LOCAL CHILDREN playing various instruments. They cut open the unused private garden in Colville Square to make a children’s playground but the council chained it back up; they cut it open again and it stayed that way until the council put tarmac over the whole thing. 

Walking down Portobello Road one day with MCCAFFERTY, they saw an old people’s home run by NUNS and decided to take the children there to cheer up the old people. After the next procession, SMITH led the children into the old people’s home and, to the NUNS’ horror; they ate all the cakes and played the piano whilst the OLD PEOPLE sang. The MOTHER SUPERIOR tried to stop them but the OLD PEOPLE ignored her and carried on having fun. When the hour was over, the MOTHER SUPERIOR shut the gates and told them never to come back. 

Afterwards, SMITH went into an aggressive pub with MCCAFFERTY who tried to start a fight but no one was interested. At the next procession, a POLICEMAN grabbed SMITH and warned him that he would get a kicking if he ever did another procession. 

SMITH went back to the Free School to find MCCAFFERTY debating revolutionary politics with HARRY FLAME, the poet, and JAY MARCEL, an expert on flying saucers. SMITH left them to it and went to collect vegetables in the gutter, discarded by the market traders. He was about to pick up a potato but was beaten to it by a fierce old woman.

SMITH saw nothing more of MCCAFFERTY for the next ten years until he came for a cup of tea at the Belsize Park squat and stayed for 6 months. 

48. Scout’s honour 
SMITH and JAY go to a flying saucer conference and meet LUKE, a young man who speaks English with strange inflections. LUKE tells them that he is an alien who was out in his craft one day when he approached another planetary system too closely and was forced to land on Earth. His Mother ship said they could not rescue him so he is now raising money to build another craft; he has already created a successful model but unfortunately, it flew off into space. 

Later, SMITH heard that LUKE subsequently found a man who said that he could raise the money but needed LUKE to give him an investment. This turned out to be a drug deal and LUKE was given a custodial sentence. 

49. Manifold Secrets
SMITH goes into the garden and sees TIBERIUS, the Swiss anarchist, involved in some deep inner struggle. Wanton giggles come from MORGIANA’s room; TIBERIUS jumps to his feet and starts shouting in German. SMITH wonders what the problem is and questions him but all TIBERIUS says is “It wasn’t German, it was Swiss” and walks away. 

50. Counting Coup
A man and a woman arrive at the embassy. The man tells SMITH that the woman is a SHAMAN from the Sioux Indians who has come to redress the wrongs done to her people by the English and to claim these Islands for their tribe. 

She wants to plant her coup stick in the grounds of the embassy to claim the land and she will not talk until she has done so. 

SMITH agrees and lets her perform a ceremony in the garden, in which she burns ancient herbs and talks to her ancestors. Afterwards she says that she can now die satisfied. 

Later, CASPAR, the public schoolboy, reproaches SMITH for giving England away but SMITH points out that he didn’t give it away, she took it.

51. Principles
The floorboards outside the toilet are rotting so SMITH is repairing them. TIBERIUS asks to help and SMITH tells him to flatten the old nails into the wood whilst he goes for a cup of tea. When he returns, however, TIBERIUS is pulling the nails out. SMITH argues that this is unnecessary work as no one will see the nails once the door is replaced but TIBERIUS says that it is a matter of principle that he does it properly. SMITH says that one cannot always stick to rigid principles, giving an example of a man who always does his washing on Wednesdays being offered a free holiday and turning it down because he has to do his washing. It takes SMITH until the next day to repair the door; TIBERIUS watches him gravely and then concludes that the man could have gone on holiday and taken his washing with him.

52. The Magic Drum
An Indian MASTER DRUMMER comes to the embassy to demonstrate yogic drumming. 

SMITH remembers being in a Soho jazz club in the early 60s where there was a drug dealer called JIMMY who kept his stash in the false bottom of his trumpet case. RAM, the proprietor of the club, was lambasting his assistant REG who had fallen foul of some gangsters and was now forced to give them free meals, leaving no food for the proper customers. 

SMITH remembers playing on stage with a pianist called MIKE who told him that DICKIE, a hopeless junkie who hung out at the club, was once a great drummer; SMITH was sceptical but when DICKIE played with them, he proved that it was true. A month later, he was found dead in a phone box, a needle still hanging out of his arm. 

53. Autumn
One day, SMITH notices that his hair is thinning, thinks “Autumn whispers at my heels” and likes the phrase so much that he composes a poem on the subject.

54. Lacunae
There is now a constant stream of visitors to the embassy, yet only a few of them have any idea that it is a squat. A MR TINSDALE from the council appears, asking for £3000 rates; he doesn’t believe that it is a squat and asks for their names but no one will give them except SMITH. 

The council write to say that they are prosecuting for the non-payment of rates. Through a family friend, TRALEE finds a solicitor called DIGBY who finds the case intriguing and agrees to take it on. 

The day of the case, the booked taxis do not arrive so, under pressure from MORGIANA, the taxi company is forced to send limos for them to travel in. In court, the solicitor says that as the building is a guild, an unincorporated association, they do not have to pay rates. The judge dismisses the case and even criticizes the prosecuting council for doing poor research. 

Later, they hear from Westminster Council that they are appealing to the high courts; the group go back to court and again win their case. 

55. Matador’s Dilemma
RINPOCHE UBRON, a Tibetan master, comes to the embassy but he is such a humble man that SMITH does not realise who he is until he sees him talk in the salon. 

Later, whilst he is talking to his disciples, he takes out a bar of chocolate; a photographer attempts to take a photo but UBRON poses ridiculously, ruining the supposed scoop.

At dinner, JOHNNY BANANA HEAD sits reading the A-Z and suddenly bursts out laughing at the name “Wellington street”.

56. Tete-a-tete
DIGBY the solicitor comes to have tea with KATERINA; he is fascinated by the Bohemian life of the embassy. CASPAR and SMITH fence on the lawn, CASPAR wins and then he plays BONES. BRETT makes TOLEDO a tooth cap from a hippo’s tooth. 

57. The Garden
TOLEDO has planted herbs on one side of the garden whilst CASPAR has planted Lilies on the other. A rivalry grows between them and they both suspect the other of taking their space. Suddenly, CASPAR moves back his bamboo plants but SMITH suspects that this might be some Feng Shui manoeuvre to send negative energy to TOLEDO. 

58. Love’s Ordeal
JAKE NAYLOR, an instrument maker who lives in a nearby squat, is giving a harpsichord concert. SMITH remembers JAKE telling him about the time he decided that he needed special goose quills to make his harpsichord; he travelled to a remote village in Turkey to get exactly the right kind of goose.

In the past, SUKI had taken a liking to JAKE and asked him to take her on one of his trips. They went camping but she was cold and wet and had nothing to eat but a cold chippatti. Desperate, she ran to the road; a woman stopped and gave her a sandwich but JAKE appeared and pulled it out of her mouth, lecturing her on the dangers of white bread.

After the concert, a WOMAN approaches JAKE but when he tells her that he made his own trouser braces, she sensibly runs away.

59. Old Man’s Powers
The Dalai Lama’s old teacher comes to the embassy. SMITH sends JOHNNY BANANA HEAD out to direct the traffic but he makes such a mess of it, he causes a massive traffic jam. The POLICE arrive and JOHNNY tells them that the Dalai Lama is coming. The POLICE think that he is mad and are about to arrest him when the DALAI LAMA’S TEACHER arrives with his entourage of MONKS. The POLICE are dumbfounded and let JOHNNY go with a cursory warning of “Don’t do it again”. 

60. Siren Song
The poet HARRY FLAME is found dead of exposure, half naked in a field in Wales. HARRY was always troubled, but had been given electric shock treatment in a mental institution, which had embittered him further. 

He had stayed at the embassy the summer before; he agreed to a poetry night but dropped out at the last minute and left. 

In remembrance of him, the group put on a night of his poetry on November 5. Suddenly fireworks go off in the park and TRALEE says that they are all for HARRY. 

61. Fancy Footwork
TRALEE is driving through London erratically. Seeing a charity shop, she parks on the curb but whilst inside the shop, a FEMALE TRAFFIC WARDEN gives her a ticket. 

TRALEE flies at the warden and kicks the ticket into the air, knocking off the WARDEN’s hat. A SMALL CROWD cheer but a POLICEMAN books her and sends her to court where she is given a stiff fine. 

62. Orpheus Unbound
The enigmatic BRETT sits filing the bridge of his sitar to get the perfect pitch. He tells SMITH about his trip to the sitar maker in Calcutta. 

One day, VHARI, a female beggar, asked him for some money. He gave her some and she invited him back for a chai at her home. She took him to the spot on the pavement where she lived. He stayed for a meal with her and her neighbours and then slept the night on the pavement wrapped in a blanket. The next day he checked out of his hotel and returned to stay with her, feeling like part of the family and looking after her child whilst she went to beg. 

As the instrument took some time to complete, he stayed in India for a few weeks but then, because of his visa restrictions, had to go to Bangkok before he could return to India to collect his sitar.

He went to Bangkok, where he met a THAI GIRL who invited him to stay with her. After an idyllic few weeks, she started to get bossy and possessive and he noticed that she carried a dagger. One day, he saw that his old sitar case had gone missing but when he asked her about it, she got angry. He waited until she was asleep, collected his clothes and crept down the stairs. Suddenly he heard screaming from her room – she was so angry that she was beating her head against the wall and blood ran down her face. He rushed into the road where fortunately there was an empty cab. He went to the airport and got the next flight out.

Back in India, he went to VHARI’s pavement. He wanted to help her so, with some money from the sale of his old sitar, he set up a chai stall for her and she soon had lots of customers. Not long after, he returned with his new sitar to the embassy. 

BRETT tells SMITH that he is upset because he suspects the sitar maker has done a rough job because he is a foreigner. He has also received bad news from VHARI. She says that, because of the English Prime Minister’s visit to Calcutta, they have cleared away all the pavement people including her stall; however, she says that she doesn’t mind because she preferred begging anyway.

63. A Question of Gravity
SMITH has removed all the furnishings in his room so he can do his Chinese exercises. He lies on his back, listening to the wanton giggles coming from MORGIANA’s room below. He thinks how even standing up and sitting down are balancing acts and concludes that, in future, if he is not walking then he may as well be laying down. 

64. The Fugitives
The massacre of Tien An Man square is in the news. SUKI has retired to a cottage in France, so SMITH has two CHINESE FUGITIVES stay in her room, activist students who smuggled themselves out of China. They are not allowed to go out so YOUNG CHINESE bring them food every day. However, SMITH invites the CHINESE FUGITIVES into the garden where they see KATERINA’s baby, hear BRETT’s Raga music, and start to relax for the first time. One of them fetches his flute and plays along with the music. 

65. An Interesting Morsel
It is late spring and the flowers are blooming. SMITH is in the garden, dunking biscuits in his tea. 

He remembers doing this when PAUL BLOOMFELD was committed to an asylum for writing alarming letters to the queen, telling her that flower remedies were a plot against outsiders.

After being released, PAUL turned up at the embassy, wearing a Spanish hat, quoting Lorca and started to play the piano at a frantic pace but broke the piano stool. ACE, who bought it, was very upset so CASPAR and TIBERIUS fixed it. 

SMITH thinks that maybe all these memories are stored in the biscuits just waiting to be released. 

66. Faux Pas
COLONEL D appears, as he does every 6 months, to do an inspection. This time he asks SMITH to sign a statement saying that they will agree to vacate the premises when the Cambodians return. SMITH agrees to this, even fantasizing about a handover ceremony with them playing music and his son MOSS handing over the key.

67. The Diva
Now KATRIANA has MOSS, her son with SMITH, MORGIANA gets pregnant with JACK RAWLINGS and has a daughter called PENNY. The children are inseparable.

One day, an OLD WOMAN appears, asking for some grass for her cats. She tells them that she used to work at the house when it belonged to Maria Callas, before it became the Cambodian embassy. Callas went there to try and get her voice back after breaking up from her husband Aristotle, who had stopped her from singing, but she never could. The OLD WOMAN used to hear her crying as she tried to reach the high notes.

68. The Exorcism
At first the group don’t believe the OLD WOMAN but when they find her story to be true, Callasmania hits the house. They decide to do an exorcism of the Cambodian ghosts and perform a ceremony by burning incense in every room whilst playing a record of Callas singing. 

69. Symposium
SMITH teaches MOSS to speak. He repeats the word Wimbledon so SMITH takes him there on a train; when he gets to the train station, MOSS reads the word Wimbledon.

70. Nuts in May
Between April and June, different people speak at the embassy about their experiences. One man talks about going to a Tibetan master and becoming a therapist but he is later heard in the toilet barking like a dog. 

71. Two Men and a Boat
JAY MARCEL opens the season with an investigation into who the real Shakespeare was. SMITH remembers going to Ireland with JAY for a flying saucer conference whilst RAM was trekking through Scotland looking for a place to start a seekers’ community. 

72. Fearful Symmetry
BONES gives the next lecture, comparing configurations of DNA to the geometric patterns in Islam. DEREK and CHRISTINA give a talk about having been married for so long and she breaks down and starts crying, remembering the day that her dog died. 

73. The Celestial Couch
CASPAR and NOSTRO do a talk on the I Ching seen as a novel and the use of computing in the construction of star maps. They describe the oriental myths, which formed the constellations of the ancient Chinese astronomers. 

74. Swansong
The last talk of the season is by SEAMUS MCFINN about the megalithic landscape. He tells them about a special place in Scotland where you can see the moon rise twice a day. He recites poetry and BELLA dances to it. Afterwards, DYLAN JONES plays barrel house music on the piano. 

Westminster Council intends to prosecute again for unpaid rates. During the concert, a GIRL points to TWO ORDINARY MEN and says that she recognizes them from the rates department where she works as a secretary. They have seen them take money at the door and so SMITH realizes that they can no longer have public events at the salon. 

75. The Blitheness of Ants
SMITH watches an ant, fascinated by how ingenious it is. He hears the sound of a vacuum cleaner coming from CHIEF MOPO’s house. The vacuum stops and SMITH wonders if the Prime Minister ever has to put up with this. He sees a leaf moving and realizes that it is his ant. 

76. The Iron Fist
They receive the document from the foreign office, which requires their signature – it contains a clause that they agree to vacate the property for any reason that the foreign office deems appropriate, not just if the Cambodians return. 

SMITH takes the letter to PRIEST, their new solicitor. He finds out that the Secretary of State has invested the title of the house in himself and demands its vacation so he can sell it. As they have also received another court summons about the rates, ACE, the violinist, agrees to represent the house in the Foreign Office case so that the two cases don’t reinforce each other.

For the case over the rates, SMITH again wins; the MAGISTRATE even tells Westminster council that they are in danger of being prosecuted for harassment. However, the council, worried that everyone will start becoming squatters, files notice of appeal. 

77. Private Parts
SMITH remembers when ACE first moved in to the embassy, he was about to swear and stopped himself but everyone encouraged him to say “Bollocks”. ACE admits that at first he thought they were all villains and desperados but now he has more street cred. 

In the court, ACE is not called as a witness as the solicitor BRACE is fighting the case on complex technicalities; he intends to challenge the Secretary of State’s right to invest the property in himself. 

78. Symbiosis
SMITH and MOSS go for a walk in Regent’s Park. They invent a fictional character called Joe Storyteller who has a dog called Alice who has a flea friend called George. The story takes a sad turn when Alice gets home and realizes that she has left George in the park. 

SMITH and MOSS walk along sadly. SMITH tries to lift the mood by saying that Alice will go back for George the next day but then MOSS says JOE might fall down and break his leg or Alice might forget which bush George is under and they will never see each other again.

79. Hornet’s Nest
MORGIANA drives SMITH and her daughter PENNY around London to look for a new squat. They drive up a very exclusive road called Bishops Avenue. In the driveway of one of the mansions, there is a large pile of sand. Whilst MORGIANA keeps watch, SMITH goes to have a look at the house and finds a key in the lock. He goes inside the opulent house and climbs up to a tower room from which he can see the whole of London. He leaves, taking the key with him. 

The next day, TOLEDO drives around to see the house but it is surrounded by men in suits with walky talkys who seem to be carrying guns. SMITH wonders what they have accidentally stumbled into. This was their last attempt to squat as SMITH is now past middle age and feels that he is too old to live in this way anymore. 

80. St Crispin’s Day
SMITH, ACE, and the solicitor BRACE sit in a pub on the Strand. The case is not going well and the Secretary of State has made his claim through an act of parliament. BRACE suggests that they make a counter claim under adverse possession as they have now occupied the house for well over the 12 years required for right of possession. However, SMITH realizes that even if they do that, they will have to pay rates, also the house is deteriorating badly and he still dreams of handing it back to the Cambodians. BRACE advises them to go for it and then sell the embassy to pay for a new home to begin again. 

81. Featherstick
SMITH and MOSS are in the park playing with a toy made from a feather tied on to a stick. They meet another BOY who is fascinated by it, watching it twirl around in the air but his Dad is not interested. The “featherstick” falls to the floor. The BOY breaks away from his Dad and rushes over. He picks it up but then notes with disgust that it is only some old feathers tied onto a stick and throws it away.

82. A Glorious Ride
All the group attend the final trial at the Royal Courts of Justice. The prosecution say that the 12 year rule for possession of private houses does not apply as the embassy is under the jurisdiction of the Foreign Office and the time period for this is 30 years. 

The house is lost; BRACE says they can appeal but this will only buy them a bit more time. They do so, giving them a few months to re-enter world and find private accommodation, as squatting is no longer an option.

83. The Last Word
They move out all their possessions and then go back to the house to spend the last night in vigil. In the morning, they have coffee in the kitchen with the ghosts of everyone that has been in the house. When the fatal hour of 9 approaches, a white van pulls into the forecourt marked Westminster City Sherrif’s Office. 

Outside the house, a group of photographers wait to get a photograph of the police battering the dirty squatters out but they are disappointed. SMITH walks out of the house, then the elegant KATRIANA, then MOSS, on his new bike, then PENNY on a tricycle then MORGIANA and the others, one large friendly family. TRALEE sees the photographers and shouts “Philistines”. SMITH recites the poem Salad Days.

THE END

